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N LAUNAY COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE PRINCIPLES AND GUIDANCE 
ON EID INTEROPERABILITY FOR ONE LINE PLATFORMS 

First I would thank for this initiative for national eID (NeiD) interoperability on plaftorms that is to be not  only very 
useful for an enhanced trusted digital single market, but also mandatory for some private services (such as banking and 
financial ones for AMLD and DSP2 compliancy). Indeed interoperable NeiD schemes will allow all stakeholders to 
take benefits of government-issued/recognised NeID at minimum at the 2nd level named substantial that can offer strong 
authentification and reliable and proofed identification. 
 
- Strong authentication is guaranteed with at least two factors from two different categories while offering at the same 
time the guarantee that the NeiD is assumed to be under	the	sole	user	control	or	possession	of	the	person, that is 
absolutely necessary for privacy compliancy and that complies also cybersecurity compliancy in particular thanks to 
mandatory dynamic linking while protecting against misuse and other cyber potential attack such guessing, 
eavesdropping,	replay	or	manipulation	of	communication	by	attacker	with	moderate	attack	potential.	Today	even	main	
Gafa	platforms	have	adopted	for	security	reasons	the	FIDO	U2F	specification	that	offer	the	same	guarantee	that	eIDAS	
level	2	for	authentication	:	two	factors,	dynamic	linking,	and	active	control	or	possession	by	the	end	user.	

Reco	1	:	Therefore	I	highly recommend	this	guideline	should	be	considered	as	a	mandatory	specification	for	
any	authentification	process	for	one	line	trusted services	:	authentication		based	on	eIDAS	level	2,	either	from	
a	NeID	or	other	ID	means	satisfying	the	same	specification.	

 
-Reliable and proofed identification while complying with eiDAS level 2 requirements for a controlled registration 
process, reliable identity proofing process and delivery conditions which mechanism	can	be	assumed		that	it	is	delivered	
only	into	the	possession	of	the	person	to	whom	it	belongs.	Such level of reliable and proofed identification (that is not 
offered by FIDO U2F) is required for some legal constraints as mandatory in particular for financial and banking remote 
payments (DSP2 directive and related RTS) and for any activities requiring to comply with  AMLD4 directive to prevent 
and fight against money laundering or terrorist financing. 

Reco	 2	 :	 That	 is	 the	 reason	 I	 highly recommend	 this	 guideline	 should	 be	 considered	 as	 a	 mandatory	
specification	 for	 any	 identification	process	at	 level	 2	 substantial	with	a	NeiD	or	 any	other	other	 ID	means	
satisfying	the	same	specification	for	identification,	used			
for	one	line	trusted services	that	should	comply	with	AMLD4	and/or	DSP2	directives	

 
But trust requires not only reliable identification guarantee of the end user but also for the one line platform services. 
 
Reco 3 That is the reason why I also recommend that, as required for the DSP2 directive, any one line service services 
using any NeID or other external eID means, should have their QWACS (Qualified Website Authentification 
Certificates). 
 
My first three recommendations are on line with the latest principle proposed by the proposed guideline for “ensuring 
the trust chain” but with binding criteria to assume not only interoperability but cybersecurity compliancy. Indeed as 
rule of thumb, cybersecurity shall be a “Must” in the today digital world. 
 
In the same way, Privacy protection is the 2nd pillar of trust for enabling end user large adoption of digital 
services. For that target, Privacy by Design and Privacy by default measures and technologies are required and are also 
considered by the GDPR as a binding law for any stakeholders that are able to collect and/or to process personal data 
all the more as most of the identity attributes related to a NeID (identifying or direct and indirect identifiers) are 
considered as very sensitive. Any one line platforms willing to user a NeID are therefore accountable of (with related 
fines from data protection authorities and compensation for end users) for complying with the GDPR regulation starting 
from May 2018. 
 
The eighteen first principles listed in the proposed guidelines refer indeed to privacy compliancy but only as “indicative, 
non-binding”. That is no more possible today.  
 
Reco 4 : The guidelines shall first ask for full compliancy with the GDPR regulation while requiring any trust services 
which wants to user a NeID as an entry point for authentification and/or identification, to proceed a DPIA Data Privacy 
Impact Assessment while following G29 guidelines and in case of peculiar risk to ask for a data authority advise.  
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Moreover we have to consider with interest Denis Pinkas comment on the eIDAS observatory site (10th of October) : “ 
eIDAS nodes are able to monitor all the connections done by a user to a service handled by a public sector body. If this 
guidance was to be followed, eIDAS nodes will be able to monitor all the connections done by a user to any on line 
service in another EU country, whether it is managed by a public sector body or by a private sector body.” 
That is not at all compliant with GDPR that protects end user to such non legitimate traceability and linkability for 
private services. 
Reco4 bis : I recommend to allow only interoperability of online private platformes with the identification and 
authentification NeiD means and not with eiDAS nodes, that is to say not to apply eIDAS nodes and related federation 
of identity solutions. 
 
After this first introduction and two basic principles for privacy (4 and 4bis), the eighteen general principles can be 
provided as non-exhaustive list after review with the G29, while targeting the main privacy principles that should be 
dealt with in the DPIA.  

 
 
 
-Principle 1 is satisfying in part with the limitation collection and the paragraph 1 of the article 11 of the GDPR (the 
controller shall not be obliged to maintain, acquire or process additional information in order to identify the data subject 
for the sole purpose of complying with this Regulation » 
Reco 5 : I  recommend to remember all the one line service platform to be aware of the full article 11 of the DGPR that 
deals directly with identification. 
 
-Principle 2 refers to the principles of data minimization, but forgets to emphasize on the evaluation of the legitimacy 
of the collect that should be part of the DPIA.  
Reco 6 : I also recommend to remember all the one line service platform to be aware of principle of adequate legitimacy 
related to their data collection or treatment. 
 
Principle 2 has the advantage to refer to privacy by design method but makes a confusion about anonymization and 
pseudonymisation. Anonymisation will fulfill full anonymity (no more personal data) but pseudonymisation  defined 
by the GDPR have a total different meaning from the eIDAS requirements. Indeed Art 5.2. explicitly indicates that 
pseudonyms are not prohibited, but without clear definitions of what pseudonyms are and in the implementation act 
(EU) 2015/1501 the annexe is describing the absolute requirement of the « a unique  identifier constructed by the sending  
Member  State in accordance  with the technical specifications for the purposes of cross-border identification and which 
is as persistent as possible in time » 
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Some EU members like France have already interpreted this with the possible use of a “cryptographic pseudonyms” 
like “scope ID an aggregate of the attributes”  but these crypto pseudonyms are not referring to the process of 
pseudonymisation of the GDPR defined as the following by the GDPR. 
 
Art 4 : ‘Pseudonymised  data’ means personal data that have been processed “in such a manner that the personal data 
can no longer be attributed to a specific data subject without the use of additional information, provided that such 
additional information is kept separately and is subject to technical and organisational measures to ensure that the 
personal data are not attributed to an identified or identifiable natural person.” 
 

“Persistent as possible in time” as defined by eIDAS is not at all compliant with the GDPR definition. 
 
We have also to remember the CJUE decision for dynamic IP addresses (judgment in Case C-582/14: Patrick Breyer v 
Bundesrepublik Deutschland) that well emphasize the fact that pseudonyms can be still personal data when possible 
access to other date that help to reidentify the person.  

“The court ruled that dynamic IP addresses may constitute ‘personal data’ even where only a third party (in 
this case an internet service provider) has the additional data necessary to identify the individual – but only 
under certain circumstances: The possibility to combine the data with this additional data must constitute a 
“means likely reasonably to be used to identify” the individual (the court assumed such means for Germany).” 

Reco 7 :  
Therefore I agree with on one conclusion of Denis Pinkas does in his comment of the 10th of October 2017 on the 
eIDAS observatory that “Implementing Act shall be made compliant with item (c) of Article 12 of the eIDAS Regulation, 
which means that it shall be amended and re-issued.” 
I also highly recommend to review the phrasing of the principle 2 while only focusing on general privacy by design and 
by default methods, while emphasizing that in case pseudonyms are used, they should comply with article 4 of the 
GDPR.   
 
-Principle 3,4 and 8 satisfies with the need of openness, transparency and notice but forgets to underly the requirement 
to satisfy the GDPR in term of profiling and on automated decision 
Reco 8 :  I recommend to add that , in case the NeID is used for any profiling or automated decision (access privilege 
following authentification based on a proven identification might be considered as automated decision) the trust service 
platform should comply with the G29 guidelines emitted in October 2017 for profiling and automated decision 
 
-Principle 5 well emphasizes the here above mentioned article 11 of the GDPR and “the concept of verification of the 
claimed identity” as a key mandtory one to be applied :  
 
the NeID use for private on line platform shall be only focused to verify the claimed identity while comparing claimed 
attributes by the user to the attributes validated by a reliable identity proofing during the NeiD identification process. 
By this way the attributes (minimum data) required to satisfy the Implementing Regulation (EU) 2015/1501 of 8 
September 2015 for interoperability between NeID will not cause trouble and will solve the issue mentioned by Denis 
Pinkas in his comment of the 10th of October. Attribute Base Credentials solutions can be implemented to target the 
implementation of such key concept. However even if “standalone” attributes are accessible to a “privacy by design 
verify function” to one line platforms, authorizing access to the identifier can cause a major concern for privacy due to 
high risk of direct or indirect identification by linkability and high risk of traceability of the behavior of the end user.  
Reco 9 :  So, I recommend to add Authorizing identification/authentification interoperability of one line platforms with 
only be authorized to verify “standalone attributes” (or a partial set of) that have already been claimed by the user 
through a privacy by design concept and implementation and will not have access in any case to an “identifier” and to 
the “full set of attributes” as defined by the implementation act 2015/1501. 
 
-Principle 6 forgets to remind of the absolute requirement of legitimacy (appropriate purpose) and/or explicit consent 
for collecting or any treatment of data from the NeID.  
Reco 9bis  :  To add in the reco 9 that the privacy by design verification process of standalone claimed attributes or set 
of attributes with the NeID data should be authorized only for a legitimate purpose and with the explicit consent of the 
user. 
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-Principle 7 underlines the accountability principle but forgets to ask for naming a DPO and for informing end user with 
the contact of the DPO to enable him (her) to exercise his (her) different rights provided by the GDP 
Reco 10 :  I recommend to add that , in accordance to the accountability principle, a DPO contact should be informed 
to end user so that he(she) be enable to exercise his (her) different rights provided by the GDPR 
 
-Principle 9,10 and 11,12 : Those pinciples are allowing to share with a platform attributes that are “collected” from 
NeID. That is not at all compliant with principle 7 and my reco 9 and 9 bis : no data collection but only verification.  
Moreover “convenient and transparent manner” is not sufficient to comply with GDPR : Measures are required such as 
appropriate purpose for any collection (including duration of the collection) and for the post treatment of these collected 
data, putting in place full documentation including updated register, and mitigation of risks should be considered before 
thinking of collecting and treating such data.  Therefore principles 10, 11 and 12 are only part of the answer for the 
method. 
Reco 11 :  
I recommend to modify principle 9,10 and 11,12 while targeting only verification process in general and prohibiting 
any data collection from the NeiD and to review them by adding that before verifying  any attributes from NeID a 
mandatory a DPIA Data Privacy Impact Assessment while following G29 guidelines and in case of peculiar risk to ask 
for a data authority advise. 
 
The only way today to comply with the GDPR to allow the user not to repeat the same personal data for each account 
he/she created is relying on solutions based on secure personal data store  that he/she has the full user control (except 
for an inspector when requested by a judge for any dispute) so that he/she can exercise his/her GDPR rights (to suppress, 
to modify, to transfer for data portability). Today the NeID implementation act is not offering this solution and therefore 
cannot offer this “dites le nous une fois” solution for private services interoperability. 
 
Reco 12  
Moreover I recommend that the implementation act of NeiD to be reviewed for asking Europe council and commission 
to offer free to each european citizen a secure personal data store mean (two or three solutions should be proposed : 
at least one hardware and one software based) where he/she can store his/her data under his/her full user control. The 
NeiD of each member state will be used for strong authentication access to this personal data store and the collection of 
identification data from the NeID could be authorized only directly to this personal data store once the user has made 
an explicit consent.  
 
-Principle 10 mentions explicit consent but explicit consent should also be required for all post treatment made with the 
collected data (including profiling, automatic decision). 
Reco 13 : I recommend to add explicit consent should be also required for any post treatment, profiling and automatic 
decision. Proof the consent shall be well documented. 
 
-Principle 11 and 12 : refer to the above reco 11 
For principle 12, in case of optional data, that requires explicit consent of the end user, while not prohibiting him to 
access to the service. 
Reco 14 : I recommend to Add for principle 12, for peculiar cases of optional data not required for a dedicated service, 
the verification and post treatment should be accepted by the end user through an explicit consent without denying 
him/her any access privilege or related service delivery. 
 
-Principle 13 : This principle is useful because it is not referring to direct data collection but to data useful for enabling 
a transaction. The DPIA should be documented to allow the storage of the verification status of the claims, useful for 
the transaction (and the related period of time). The principle that in authentification related data should not be stored 
is a very good one but we should add for some transactions it is useful to have the proof of the level of assurance (level 
2 or 3) provided by the authentication and/or identification. This proof of level of assurance can be a credential of the 
claimed identity and/ or attributes without revealing the attributes. 
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Reco 15 : I recommend to add : A DPIA shall also evaluate the type of metada (claimed verification  proofs) required 
to be stored for a transaction . A good privacy by design approach is not to store any data from the 
authentication/identification but the proof of the claimed attributes and or identity with the related level of assurance 
(level 2 or 3) without revealing the attributes and identity itself. Only an Inspector should be able to access to the value 
of the attributed and/or identity in case of disputes. 
 
 
-Principle 14 refers to the fact that for each type of transactions and so services, collect of information (Information 
should not be data collected form the NeID but metadata consisting of the proofs of the verification of the claimed 
attributes) should be reviewed accordingly.  This is complementary to principle 13 but not sufficient. The analysis shall 
be reviewed thoroughly with a DPIA for also information storage, post treatment, profiling, automatic decisions if any. 
Reco 16 : I advise to join principle 14 and 15 and to add that in case of single sign on and/or federation of identity 
platforms, a DPIA shall be reviewed accordingly to each service supplied and related transactions, while considering 
metadata collection, storage and if any post treatment, profiling, automatic decision 
 
 
-Principle 15 Referring to the main GDPR principle of portability (that enables end user convenience), this principle 
encourages interoperability while separating the data from the application and offering the end user the right to choose 
where the can store his/her data. That is a good principle that is going in the same direction of the Loi Republique et 
Numérique in France but to enable inclusive services so that the end user can exercice his right to choose where he can 
store his data, he/her shoud be provided for free a personal data store under his full user control (through strong 
authentication with NeiD level 2) that should be secure and private preserving.  
Reco 17 : I recommend to add since portability right should be offered free to the end user, in case the on line platform 
supplier wants to offer an interoperable solution separating data from application, he shall offer for free to each end user  
a personal data store under the full user control of the end user, where he can store his/her data, decide when, how, for 
which service he wants to share data. This personal data store should be provided with a dash board allowing the end 
user to follow and exercise his/her rights, and privilege accesses should be defined accordingly with strong 
authentication and identification processes. 
This reco 17 applies in case my reco 13 is not followed ie Europe does not offer each EU citizen for free a secure user 
centric personal data store (two or three solutions should be proposed : at least one hardware and one software based) 
 
-Principle 16  refers to rights for participation and notice of the end user but forgets the right for modification 
Reco 18 : I recommend to add : User shall the right to modify data claimed and verfiyed afterwards with an eID, or 
collected/shared with a platform in case of personal data store. It is up to platform to check for each update that the new 
claimed value of attribute and/or set of attributes is correct.   
 
-Principle 17 refers to the accountability and the right of each end user to launch procedures. Be careful the GDPR 
through article 11 prohibits the requirement of specific identification for any cases. “The controller shall not be obliged 
to maintain, acquire or process additional information in order to identify the data subject for the sole purpose of 
complying with this Regulation.” Only if “the controller is able to demonstrate that it is not in a position to identify the 
data subject, the controller shall inform the data subject accordingly, if possible. In such cases, Articles 15 to 20 shall 
not apply except where the data subject, for the purpose of exercising his or her rights under those articles, provides 
additional information enabling his or her identification.” 
Reco 18 : I recommend to add  : In case of dispute when the controller is able to demonstrate that it is not in a position 
to identify the data subject, the controller shall inform the data subject accordingly, if possible. For the purpose of 
exercising his or her rights under those articles, provides additional information enabling his or her identification. For 
that target and in relation to the applicable law, the data controller might ask to identify themselves with a NeID  
 
-Principle 17 refers to the requirement of identification of both parties for a transaction.  That should be applied for both 
natural person and legal entity, and the information should be also given in term of level of assurance (2 or 3) 
Reco 19 : I recommend to add  : In case of a transaction the operator should inform both parties of the transaction of the 
level of assurance of the claimed identity, whatever the party is : natural person and legal entity.  NeID for legal entities 
can be used to comply with this criteria since eIDAS is defining eID both for natural and legal entities. 


